MONTHLY RETURN OF GOOD STORIES TO BE UPLOADED IN MIZORAM POLICE WEBSITE FOR THE MONTH OF JANUARY, 2020

1. On 22.1.2020, a suo-moto FIR was received from SI VL Chama Ralte of Champhai PS stating that on 22.1.2020 at 7:30 pm, while he was on duty at Champhai PS, a telephonic information was received from Chalbawia Junction, Khankawn Police Checkgate duty that they detained one vehicle Sumo (Maxi cab) B/R No. Mz-01H-1956 driven by Lallianvala (48) S/o Bawihnghina of Zokhawthar plying from Zokhawthar towards Aizawl on suspicious ground. In pursuance to this information, he along with party left PS for Chalbawia Junction Khankawn police checkgate by availing PS Vehicle. On reaching the spot thorough search was conducted upon the said vehicle and recovered three soap cases containing brown powder suspected to be Heroin No-4 weighing 40 grams worth Rs. 90,000/- (Approx) in local market from one of the occupant named Lahlmingthanga (43) S/o Lalsiamthanga of Thampui, Aizawl which was concealed inside his jacket and his fork of the legs. After carefully examined Lahlmingthanga (43) S/o Lalsiamthanga of Thampui Aizawl claimed himself as the owner of the said articles. Hence, CPI PS C/No.3/2020 dt. 22.1.2020 U/s 21(b) ND & PS Act was registered.

2. On 30.01.2020, a Suo moto FIR was submitted by SI VL. Chama Ralte of Champhai PS that while he was on duty at the PS a telephonic information was received from Khankawn Police Check Gate duty that they detained one vehicle (Sumo) B/R No. MZ-04- 6065 on suspicious ground. In pursuance to this information, SI Liansangpuii and party rushed to the spot. HC. Hrangnawmi conducted checking of female passenger by preparing ground of belief and found 2 soap cases containing brown powder suspected to be Heroin about 26 grams from the possession of one female passenger Lalmalsawmi (42) d/o Lalremruata of Vengsang, PHE veng, Champhai which was concealed between her two fork leg. After obtaining permission for female arrest at the night time from the magistrate, she was arrested. Hence, CPI PS C/No.8/2020 dt.30.01.2020 U/s 21(B) ND & PS Act was registered.

Superintendent of Police,
Champhai District, Champhai.
GOOD WORK REPORT OF LUNGLEI DISTRICT POLICE DURING THE
MONTH OF JANUARY/2020.

1. LAW & ORDER:
   With the objective of prevention of crime and maintenance of public peace and tranquility, Night Patrolling has been carried out regularly.

2. CRIME SCENARIO:
   During January, 2020, 7 nos. of cases were registered within Lunglei District out of which 3 cases were detected within the month itself. And during the month of January, 2019 3 (Three) cases were chargesheeted and 2 (Two) cases was returned in FR.

3. TRAFFIC COMPOUNDING:
   Regular mobile checking and effective control and regulation of traffic have greatly prevented vehicular accident in Lunglei District. On every holidays including Saturdays and Sundays and also during night time mobile checking of vehicles was conducted in Lunglei town and sometimes outside the town which had ensured the safety of pedestrians and also reduce road accidents. The traffic compounding fine realized for the month of January, 2020 is ₹ 47,350/-

4. STOLEN PROPERTY RECOVERED:-
   Stolen property recovered is ₹ 18,000/-

[Signature]
Superintendent of Police
Lunglei District: Lunglei.